Poster Presentation Evaluation Form – 2014 Marine Biology Student Research Colloquium
See scoring rubric for details, but range is 1-6 with 1 being the lowest and 6 the highest

Presenter_____________________________________________________

Score
(1 – 6)

CONTENT
Introduction (poster provides relevant background information):

Objectives (poster defines the particular research question(s) to be addressed):

Methods/Analysis (methods designed to answer the question(s)):

Results or Expected Results (results address the question(s)):

Significance (research put into a broader context):

STYLE
Organization/Format (logical flow of sections, poster arrangement, etc.):

Display aesthetics (appropriate graphics, limited text, clear, visually appealing, professional caliber, etc.):

Ability to stand alone (poster is thorough, understandable, and effective in the absence of the author):

Understanding of subject (student grasps the material, has ability to answer questions):

Clarity of verbal presentation (presentation is understandable and clear):

Total

(of 60)

Additional comments or suggestions: